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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the GandCrab ransomware, the biggest Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS) threat
seen in 2018 and the first half of 2019. Through technical analysis, we discovered several mistakes
and indicators in the malware. Armed with these findings, we were able to exploit those mistakes and
build a publicly available vaccine against GandCrab.
The hard-coded indicators gave us a method to link individual ransomware samples to affiliates and,
by looking at hundreds of GandCrab samples at once, we gained even more interesting insights into
the service model dynamics. Subsequently, to learn more about the actor behind GandCrab and its
affiliates, we carried out extensive underground forum research. This multi-angled approach gave us
different ways to cook a GandCrab.
Our research was fuelled by a sense that, as an industry, we must realize that we cannot stop
cybercrime alone and that we should aim to do more than just malware analysis and the writing of
detection rules, especially when it comes to fighting RaaS-type threats. Unfortunately, we find
ourselves in a situation where most of the cybercriminals involved in ransomware can operate with a
certain degree of impunity – ransomware developers are often in countries that make legal
prosecution difficult, and affiliates are hard to catch and can easily move from one RaaS to another,
continuing their extortion operations.
While law enforcement faces a daunting challenge to bring the individuals responsible to justice, our
industry’s knowledge, data and tooling should help with this task.

INTRODUCTION
The GandCrab malware made its first appearance at the end of January 2018 and it didn’t take long
for it to be discovered by the security community [1]. At that time, no one imagined that GandCrab
would eventually grow to become the most prolific Ransomware-as-a-Service threat of 2018 and the
first half of 2019. Its growth continued almost right up until it ceased to operate in mid-2019.
Looking back, we believe that its success was due to a combination of factors, from technical to
partnering, marketing and servicing skills. GandCrab had a large underground forum presence and
enjoyed attention from both fellow cybercriminals and security researchers. The GandCrab crew
operated predominantly on one of the largest underground forums, where it acted with a sense of
impunity, openly mocked the security industry, and boasted about its income.
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Its growth and open communication style sparked our research, with GandCrab giving us a great
opportunity to link our malware analysis (capability) with the adversary’s activity (GandCrab and its
affiliates) on the underground forums.
We used the Diamond Threat Model [2] as our guideline to structure our research.
We started out by closely examining the GandCrab ransomware code and all its versions. We looked
for mistakes and to see if it contained any clues or special indicators. That was the basis for building
the various vaccines. From an adversary point of view, we closely monitored GandCrab’s activity on
the underground forums and investigated other forum users who showed an interest in the
ransomware.

Figure 1: Diamond Threat Model: link between the adversary and its capability.
Furthermore, we worked on gathering victim information via telemetry detections from the McAfee
backend. Even though we had developed a vaccine that prevented encryption, customers could still
be exposed to the virus executable and this telemetry allowed us to monitor hits based on hash
values. By doing so, we linked potential victims not only to the specific malware but also, as
discussed in our research, we were also able to link groups of GandCrab samples to a single
adversary or, in this case, an affiliate.

Figure 2: Linking victims to an adversary via the malware (capability).
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This paper presents the highlights of our extensive research and details our methodology in examining
the service model and the top GandCrab affiliates. Before we start with the technical analysis, it is
important to understand the different versions of the ransomware that have been released.

VERSION OVERVIEW
In order to be able to identify possible mistakes in the malware, and/or to find ways to disrupt the
service model, it was important for us to have a clear understanding of the different versions of the
malware, its development speed, and the agility of the actors behind it.

Version 1
The GandCrab malware was first discovered in late January 2018 by David Montenegro [1]. At the
beginning, GandCrab only accepted payment of the ransom using Dash, but later included BTC as
another method of payment. GandCrab was not made flawless; the first version and its infrastructure
contained several mistakes that resulted in the development of a free decryptor.

Version 2
On 5 March 2018, one week after the release of the decryptor, a new version of GandCrab was
discovered by the research collective MalwareHunterTeam [3]. GandCrab had fixed earlier mistakes,
rendering the previously developed decryptor useless. This version had a new extension for the
crypted files, different hard-coded domains, and was offered in both .EXE and DLL formats,
allowing affiliates to choose their preferred method of spreading the ransomware [4].
The GandCrab crew’s swift response to the release of the decryptor showed that they were agile and
determined to remain active.
There was already a hard-coded version number in the GandCrab malware, but this was not always
accurate. We came across numerous strange version numbers that we believe were an attempt to
mislead the research community.

Version 3
The third version of GandCrab was spotted around 23 April 2018 by a researcher using the Twitter
handle nao_sec [5]. A later iteration of version 3 was subsequently discovered on 9 May 2018 by a
researcher with the Twitter handle zswei [6].
Version 3 was the first to have a different wallpaper and we discovered signs of sub-versions of this
iteration, identified by subtle changes in the wallpaper and, in some cases, the use of process
injection.

Version 4
At the beginning of July 2018, version 4 was released. Version 4 featured some significant changes
from the earlier versions. An important difference in version 4.0 was a change in the algorithm used
to encrypt files. Earlier versions used RSA and AES; in version 4 GandCrab switched to Salsa20. We
believe that this was mostly done for speed. RSA is a powerful but slow algorithm, whereas Salsa20
can encrypt much faster and the implementation is smaller. The ransomware generates a pair of RSA
keys before encrypting any file. The public key encrypts the Salsa20 key and the random
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initialization vector (IV, or nonce) generated later for each file. GandCrab also used the registry to
keep the generated RSA keys; this later proved vital in making the different vaccines.
To further increase speed, GandCrab started using another thread to look for network shares besides
the normal encryption thread. The wallpaper introduced in version 3 disappeared.
One of the most important changes that helped our research was the introduction of more stable
administration using hard-coded ID and SUB_ID numbers in the ransomware. We believe the
GandCrab developers introduced this in order to have a tight accounting method for all the affiliate
infections, to cope with the growth of the RaaS. Eventually, these hard-coded values proved to be
vital in our research to understand the service model through large-scale ID number tracking and
linking ID numbers to victims and affiliates.

Version 5
In version 5, GandCrab showed real signs of stepping up its game by showcasing new alliances with
other criminal services to strengthen its supply and distribution networks. One of these alliances
became obvious during version 4, in which the ransomware started being distributed through the new
Fallout exploit kit. In the announcement of version 5, the GandCrab crew openly endorsed working
with the Fallout exploit kit.
This was not the only partnership, though: another alliance was formed with a malware crypter service
called NTCrypt and, later, AlexCrypt. A crypter service provides malware obfuscation to evade
detection by anti-malware products. However, the GandCrab crew were not completely ruthless – after
receiving a Tweet from a Syrian victim they decided to unlock all victims in that locale.
On 25 October a decryptor for GandCrab up to version 5.03 was made available via the
NoMoreRansom [7] platform. This was a huge blow for the almost untouchable GandCrab
ransomware and gave rise to some interesting conversations in the cybercriminal underground.
Interestingly, it was the user behind the Kraken ransomware, ThisWasKraken, who broke the news
first on the forum. Shortly after the release of the decryptor, GandCrab came out with version 5.04.
Based on the compilation dates of the first 5.04 samples we believe that this new version was not a
direct reaction to the release of the decryptor, but a new version that they had already been planning

Figure 3: GandCrab explaining the delays.
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on spreading. At the end of 2018 the activity slowed down. Judging by GandCrab’s underground
posts (an example of which is shown in Figure 3), the cybercriminal group was working mostly in
the background, trying to fix and improve the ransomware.
GandCrab came back with the release of version 5.1 on 16 January 2019, two days after the
Orthodox new year [8]. However, this victory was short-lived because another decryptor was released
at the end of January. In response, the criminals behind GandCrab released version 5.2 a couple of
days after the publication of the new decryptor. Despite the new version, Europol announced in
mid-March [9] that, with the new decryptor, more than 14,000 people had been able to save their
encrypted files – a significant blow for the criminals. GandCrab announced that it was stopping its
business on 31 May 2019, claiming it had made hundreds of millions of dollars along the way.
Despite the amount of money made, no mercy was shown to the remaining victims and they were
urged to pay the ransom – GandCrab did not release the last keys for free. Luckily for those victims,
there came a final version of the GandCrab decryptor, meaning they could also get their files back
without paying the ransom.

TECHNICAL MALWARE ANALYSIS
As discussed, several versions of GandCrab have been released since its initial appearance in January
2018. In this part we will highlight some technical insights into the two major versions: 4 and 5.
Although some behaviours were the same, some significant changes were also observed.

Algorithms and languages
Versions 4 and 5 encrypted victim files using the Salsa20 algorithm. Previous versions of GandCrab
had used AES as an encryption algorithm. The Salsa20 algorithm has some advantages over AES:
• Small code and very fast. Speed in relation to encrypting files is critical for ransomware. A faster
algorithm is better than a slower one. AES uses the CPU extension behind the scenes.
• Open-source implementation. AES also has open-source implementation, but the Salsa20
implementation is smaller in code and there are a lot of variants of the algorithm in source code
format in C and other languages.
• Robust and with no known failures in the algorithm.
• Support for 16- and 32-bit keys with an initialization vector. GandCrab used the 32-bit version.
GandCrab obtained all processes of the system and searched for the common process names, just like
other ransomware families such as Cerber. If it detected any of them, it would try to open the process
and terminate it using the ‘TerminateProcess’ function.
GandCrab checked the language of the victim system before starting the process of gathering
information. For this it used the ‘GetUserDefaultUILanguage’ and ‘GetSystemDefaultUILanguage’
functions. These functions would get the local language of the victim system and compare it with a
hard-coded list that included all CIS countries. If the victim system was based in one of the CIS
countries GandCrab would terminate.
In the earlier versions of GandCrab there was no function for detection of the Syrian language. Later,
after disclosing the decryption keys to victims in that locale, the GandCrab crew added the Syrian
language to the hard-coded list.
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GandCrab determined the language of the victim machine by reading from a registry entry:
[HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Keyboard Layout\Preload]

It read the value and compared it against the hard-coded language list, checking for the Russian
language value (0x419), for example.

Figure 4: Language check on the victim’s system.
After the language check, GandCrab prepared a string based on the serial number of the main
installation of Windows and some calculation (as a division by 2) in hexadecimal format. To this
string the malware added the extension ‘.lock’ and checked for this file. If it already existed, the
malware quit. If not, it continued.
Following the release by AhnLab of a program [10] that made this file act as a vaccine, the GandCrab
crew responded by changing this check – a sign that they were closely monitoring the industry.
After that, the malware prepared the RSA public key, which was embedded and crypted with two
layers (except in the last version of the malware (5.2), which used three layers to protect it). The first
layer was a simple XOR operation with the value 0x5 and the second layer was decryption using the
Salsa20 algorithm with a hard-coded key (see Figure 5). In v5.2 the third layer was a custom
algorithm (the first layer, followed by the two other steps):
• Version 4 to 5.1: XOR + Salsa20
• Version 5.2: custom algorithm + XOR + Salsa20
The key of the Salsa20 algorithm is ‘expa@hashbreaker Dannd 3@hashbr’ (without quotes). It is
based on the name of the author of the Salsa20 algorithm and his Twitter nickname (‘hashbreaker’).
If the malware could not get the RSA key it would terminate since it was needed later. The RSA key
was saved in a global var in a buffer to keep it in blob format.
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Figure 5: Decrypting the master RSA key in the second layer.

Victim information and hard-coded values
After preparing the RSA key, the ransomware would get information from the victim machine and
save it as a big string that would later be ciphered with the RC4 (sometimes a custom XOR)
algorithm and encoded in Base64 to save it into the ransom note.
The information and fields were as follows:
pc_user

Name of the user logged into the machine.

pc_name

Name of the endpoint infected.

pc_group

Name of the domain or workgroup of the endpoint.

AV

Name or names of anti-virus product(s) in the endpoint.

pc_lang

Name of the language or languages of the endpoint.

pc_keyb

The type of keyboard on the endpoint.

os_major

The name of the operating system of the endpoint.

os_bit

The type of CPU of the infected endpoint.

ransom_id

Unique value for the victim for the ransom note and Onion web page to pay.

hdd

Information about the logic units.

ip

The IP address of the endpoint.
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After preparing this big string, it would concat more special fields hard coded in the malware sample.
These values were:
id

The affiliate id number.

sub_id

The sub id of the affiliate id.

version

The internal version number of the malware. In the example below, it is ‘4.0’ but the
last version would have shown ‘5.2’.

The malware concated these fields with the previously mentioned big string to finally get all the
information about the system and malware information in plain text.
The hard-coded values above proved to be of great importance in analysing the RaaS model of
GandCrab.
For example, in this case the final string is as follows (some fields are altered to fool the malware to
fill the fields):
pc_user=IDC_UNIT56&pc_name=IDC_SEAT_56&pc_group=WORKGROUP&av=[System Process],
smss.exe&pc_keyb=0&os_major=MicrosoftWindowsXP&os_bit=x86&ransom_id=6deb15d
d9c2e5c79&hdd=C:FIXED_10725732352/8747036672,E:REMOTE_511503020032/2577879613
44&id=15&sub_id=15&version=4.0

This big string would be crypted and a Base64 string prepared from it to put in the ransom note
between the marks:
• ---BEGIN PC DATA--• ---END PC DATA---

Payload execution
After these steps the malware started its critical malicious payload that was executed in a number of
steps.
The first step was to verify the file extensions that the malware was not allowed to encrypt. These
were stored in a hard-coded buffer crypted with the value 0x5.
The extensions that were blacklisted were as follows:
.ani
.cab
.cpl
.cur
.diagcab
.diagpkg
.dll
.drv
.lock
.hlp
.ldf

.icl
.icns
.ico
.ics
.lnk
.key
.idx
.mod
.mpa
.msc
.msp

.msstyles
.msu
.nomedia
.ocx
.prf
.rom
.rtp
.scr
.shs
.spl
.sys

.theme
.themepack
.exe
.bat
.cmd
.gandcrab
.KRAB
.CRAB
.zerophage_i_like_
your_pictures

The above list is an example of common extensions to avoid, just as other ransomware families use.
However, GandCrab’s list includes some additions that are interesting:
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• .lock: this extension belongs to the files that the malware creates in each folder to indicate that it
is crypting them, as a measure to avoid another instance of GandCrab affecting the same folder.
Usually this file is empty; for GandCrab only its presence/absence is important.
This file extension changed in some samples to ‘.luck’ or ‘.fuck’, so not all versions have the
same name.
• .zerophage_i_like_your_pictures: this extension does not exist by default in Windows; it is a joke
against a malware analyst, zerophage.
• .KRAB: this extension is included to avoid crypting the files that had already been encrypted.
• .CRAB: again, this extension is included to avoid crypting the files that had already been
encrypted.
• The newest versions of GandCrab did not use a special extension, instead calculating a random
extension that could be from 5 to 10 characters in length, depending on the version. In this case
GandCrab saved the randomly created extension in the registry too, in a special subfolder (with
the exception of the last version where this registry write code was removed to destroy the
vaccine that had been created). In any event, the extension was included in the ransom note so
the official decryptor (given to the victims when they paid the ransom) had the correct extension
to search for.
The next action of the malware was to create a pair of RSA keys (one public and one private) to
protect the keys that would later be used to crypt the files.
The malware reserved two memory buffers with ‘VirtualAlloc’ and acquired the context of the
cryptosystem of Windows using the ‘CryptAcquireContextW’ function with the parameter ‘Microsoft
Enhanced Cryptographic Provider 1.0’.
In v1 of GandCrab there was a bug at this point where keys could be extracted from memory. After
the release of a decryptor, the actors resolved this in version 2 using the value 0xF0000000 as a flag.
After creating the key pair, GandCrab exported them in two RSA blobs using the ‘CryptExportKey’
function with the argument ‘6’ for the public RSA1 key blob and with the argument ‘7’ for the
private RSA2 key blob. After the exports, it destroyed the key pair from memory using the
‘CryptDestroyKey’ function and released the context using the ‘CryptReleaseContext’ function. In
this case the function returned with TRUE as a result to cause the malware to follow the normal flow
to crypt shares and files later.
It is important to understand that the memory reserved for both blobs was not released at this point as
it would be needed later. By taking a memory dump at this point, both blobs could be retrieved.
Before version 4.0, GandCrab was creating registry settings that we could use to create a vaccine. If
these registry settings were already present, and the ransomware failed to create them, the malware
would not encrypt and would terminate. However, this was adjusted in version 5.2.
Another protection mechanism that worked with v4.0 and some of v5 (not including 5.2) was to
create subkeys in the registry and remove all rights for all users (including SYSTEM). This way
the subkey could not open because of the ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED (5) error that not is
checked. The malware would create the Salsa20 key, etc. anyway, but could not save them in the
registry and would return FALSE, causing the code flow to delete itself without crypting anything
in the endpoint.
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The next action by the malware was to prepare the strings of information about the infected endpoint
(that was crypted in the previous layer) and the Salsa20 key, IV and RSA2 private key blob (all
crypted in the first layer).
For this, the malware prepared some strings that were hard coded in the code:
• --- BEGIN GANDCRAB KEY --• --- END GANDCRAB KEY ---

Between these two strings the malware kept in memory the Salsa20, IV and crypted RSA2 buffer
but, before that, it crypted the RSA2 buffer again with another layer.
The next action was to prepare the ransom note in memory. The malware decrypted the ransom note
text with a XOR value of 0x10. After decrypting the full ransom note, it once again got the system
information for the ‘random_id’ and ‘pc_group’ fields. Next, it wrote the previous string with the
information of the endpoint and malware sample crypted between the two marks ‘ --- BEGIN PC
DATA --- ’ and ‘ --- END PC DATA --- ’ and the Salsa20 key, IV and RSA2 private key blob crypted
between the two marks ‘--- BEGIN GANDCRAB KEY --- ’ and ‘ --- END GANDCRAB KEY --- ’.
When the note had been created, the malware prepared to start encrypting files. It would get all logic
units that were of the type FIXED or REMOTE. For each one discovered, it would create a thread
that would encrypt that particular unit.
In this procedure the malware would check if the path was blacklisted. The list of blacklisted paths
was as follows:
• \ProgramData\
• \IETldCache\
• \Boot\
• \Program Files\
• \Tor Browser\
• \All Users\
• \Local Settings\
• \Windows\
These strings were hard coded in the binary in the read data section. Later, the malware checked
more paths using the ‘SHGetSpecialFolderPathW’ function for these paths:
• CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILESX86
• CSIDL_PROGRAM_FILES_COMMON
• CSIDL_WINDOWS
• CSIDL_LOCAL_APPDATA
If the path was one of the blacklisted ones, the thread would finish without encrypting anything. If a
valid path was discovered, it would write the ransom note in this path with the name
‘KRAB-DECRYPT.TXT’.
For each file discovered, it would check the name to avoid the actual directory (name: ‘.’) and the
previous directory if it existed (name: ‘..’) and check the flags of the file to see if a directory existed
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with a TEST operation with the value 0x10. Finally, after encryption took place, the ransomware
changed the name of the file, adding the extension ‘.KRAB’.
It is important to reiterate that the last version of the malware (v5.2) did not use the ‘.KRAB’
extension but instead used a random extension with 5 to 10 random characters.

Figure 6: Renaming of file to new extension.
Once all encrypting had taken place it would start to delete the Volume Shadow Copies to prevent
restoration of files. If the operating system version was older than Windows Vista, it would prepare a
hard-coded string in the code to delete the shadow volumes in a quiet way:
cmd.exe /c vssadmin delete shadows /all /quiet

If the OS version was Windows Vista or above, it would prepare the hard-coded text in the code:
\wbem\wmic.exe shadowcopy delete

Finally, the malware deleted itself without warning the user or awaiting user interaction.

Changes in GandCrab Version 5
Version 5 of GandCrab included a lot of changes to make analysis more complex. The authors also
fixed a lot of code in the last version, ‘5.2’, to avoid problems and vaccines, but that did not stop us
from creating working vaccines for all versions.
One important change in the 5.x version was the inclusion of exploits to elevate privileges. The
exploits were CVE-2018-8440 [11] by SandboxEscaper [12], and CVE-2018-8120 [13, 14].
The first version of GandCrab v5 was faulty because it used one exploit directly with IAT calls that
do not exist in Windows XP. This prevented it from working on that OS, but the issue was quickly
fixed in the next version.
Both exploits were used in Windows 7 and newer OS versions to try to get SYSTEM privileges. With
CVE-2018-8120 [15], it tried to steal the system token of the SYSTEM idle process. In the other
exploit, the malware tried to load a special DLL that had crypted code inside, one for 32-bit and
another for 64-bit systems.
These exploits could be blocked if a mutex with a hard-coded name exists in the future infected
machine (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Check of the mutex – if it already exists, the exploits are blocked.
Some changes in the v5.2 family included:
• Instead of using a hard-coded extension after encryption, it created a name with 5 to 10 random
characters.
• The use of two exploits.
• Changing the desktop wallpaper on the infected system to a bitmap generated in runtime with
the name of the active user and the extension used for the encrypted files. This wallpaper was
created in a faulty way if the vaccine (explained later) was used – in that case the extension did
not appear.
• The wallpaper was saved on the hard disk in the %TEMP% folder with the hard-coded name
‘pidor.bmp’ (a very rude word in the Russian language).
• The username was checked with ‘SYSTEM.’ If the user was ‘SYSTEM’, the malware put the
name ‘USER’ in the wallpaper. This check was made to avoid changing the wallpaper on an
account where GandCrab had achieved system privileges, presumably because that would have
alerted the user to what had happened.
The last version of GandCrab also removed a lot of useless code that been inserted to try to obfuscate
some macros and static disassembling.
Besides all the layers that GandCrab put in the last version (5.2), an unofficial version ‘5.3’ was
uploaded to VirusTotal with a different ransom note and another RSA public key. We do not know for
sure why this happened.

BUILDING A VACCINE
During its development history, GandCrab showed clear differences in programming styles and
mistakes made, which supports our hypothesis that multiple programmers worked on the code.
One of our goals with this ransomware threat was to create a vaccine that could work against it and
protect our customers’ systems.
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Our approach was to reverse the inner workings of the GandCrab family in order to discover failures
in the design of the malware so that could create effective vaccines.
In total, six vaccines were crafted. The first was the most interesting because it was clear that a flaw
existed in the logic of the malware. The GandCrab crew did not fix this until version 5.
The vaccine was based on code stored in the registry [16, 17]. The information, without Base64, was
the same as that which appeared in the ransom note in the key part (but in the ransom note it was
encoded in Base64 to print all characters). One registry subkey was stored in HKLM or HKCU,
based on the privileges of the user that ran the malware. It used the public RSA key generated in
runtime to protect the private RSA key of the victim.
The flaw in the design was that it didn’t use these registry values in later versions, even in the official
decryptor. The malware checked for the existence of this subkey and values. If it found the public
RSA key called ‘public’ it did not check the content to see if it was correct. If the value in the subkey
was empty, or contained some random content, the malware believed that the victim machine was
already infected and skipped all processes to encrypt files. In this case the malware launched the
network thread anyway, if the victim had Internet connectivity, but the critical and most dangerous
part was never launched. For the wallpaper change, a bitmap file was created in runtime and stored
with the hard-coded name ‘pidor.bmp’ in the %TEMP% folder of the infected system. Another
vaccine that we made cleaned this file and removed the wallpaper, exchanging it for a clean
wallpaper [18].
This vaccine worked for at least six months after its release to the public. It took until early this year,
and the release of version 5 of GandCrab, for this part of the code to be cleaned and the vaccine thus
rendered useless.
Another vaccine [19] came about from a clear design flaw, and an indication that the GandCrab crew
did not care about the coding: in version 5 a hidden window was created with a hard-coded class
name. When it was reversed and analysed, it only took us five minutes to make a new vaccine in a
program that searched the full system, on an x-period basis, for the window with this class name (see
Figure 8).
This was because the chosen class name was not present in Windows, thus action could be taken
against it without any risk of harm to the operating system.
When the program detected the window, it would get the PID of the process linked to that window
and, with the PID, it was able to close and terminate it. This meant that, with this vaccine, it was
impossible for GandCrab to run – when it created and ‘showed’ the window, the vaccine would
discover it and terminate it.
This vaccine was fixed more quickly than others, in the cleaning up of code that GandCrab
undertook, making the vaccine useless.
Other vaccines [20] included a search for a mutex name and creation of it in the system before
infection even occurred; the flaw here was that the mutex name was always the same, regardless of
what machine was affected. Even if it had been variable, it was very easy to mimic the same
behaviour and create a successful vaccine (the last vaccine that worked with version 5.2 protected
the system in this way). The GandCrab gang knew this, and sometimes changed the mutex name,
but the vaccine was able to create the last two mutex names, meaning the last and previous
versions were covered.
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Figure 8: Searching for GandCrab window.
Prior to this vaccine, the GandCrab crew made another mistake that allowed us to create a new
vaccine in a matter of minutes. They made a global atom in the machine, so our vaccine only needed
to make the atom beforehand to protect the system. That was fixed when the mistake was discovered.
Figure 9 gives an overview of the timeline of the different GandCrab versions, our vaccines and the
public decryptors.

Figure 9: Version and vaccine timeline.
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RANSOMWARE-AS-A-SERVICE (RAAS) ANALYSIS
For malware to be successful, it needs to be effective, but it does not have to be flawless. As we have
discussed, the various versions of GandCrab were full of little mistakes and errors that allowed us to
build several different vaccines.
Thus, an important part of GandCrab’s success was its service model and marketing.
GandCrab is a prime example of a Ransomware-as-a-Service threat. RaaS follows a structure where
the developers offer their product to individuals, affiliates or partners, who are responsible for
spreading the ransomware and generating infections. The developers take a percentage of the earned
income and the rest goes to the affiliates.

Figure 10: High-level overview of the GandCrab RaaS model.
Operating a RaaS model can be lucrative for both parties involved:
• Developer’s perspective
The malware author(s) request a percentage per payment for use of their ransomware product.
This way the developers have less risk than the affiliates spreading the malware. The developers
can set certain targets for their affiliates regarding the number of infections they need to produce.
In a way, this is very similar to a modern sales organization in the corporate world.
Subsequently, a RaaS model offers malware authors a safe haven when they operate from a
country that does not regard developing malware as a crime. If their own nation’s citizens are not
victimized, the developers will not be prosecuted.
• Affiliate’s perspective
As an affiliate you do not have to write the ransomware code yourself; less technical skill is
involved. RaaS makes ransomware more accessible to a greater number of users. An affiliate just
needs to be accepted in the criminal network and reach the targets set by the developers. As a
service model it also offers a level of decentralization, where each party sticks to their own area
of expertise.
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If proper administration of infections per affiliate is kept, a RaaS business model (developer/affiliates
percentages) ensures that everyone gets a piece of the proverbial ‘pie’.

Partnerships to ensure growth
During its lifetime we observed several essential partnerships being established between the
GandCrab ransomware and other facilitating services. The fact that cybercriminals were working
together was not a new thing.
In the cybercriminal underground there are several specialized services that can facilitate the
preparation, pre-activity, activity and post-activity of financially driven cybercrime, as described by
Erik van de Sandt [21].

Figure 11: Overview by Van de Sandt [21], displaying the services offered on Russian-language
cybercriminal forums that predominantly facilitate financially driven computer-focused crimes. Each
serves a specific purpose in the preparation, pre-activity, activity and post-activity of the commission
of crime, and the protection of crime and the criminal.
Often, cybercriminals will choose to interact with several facilitating services to ensure that they
have all the necessary elements in place to commit their intended crime. However, it is less common
to see facilitating services forming alliances amongst themselves to become more successful.
Recently, Goznym was another good example of cybercriminal services working together to gain
more revenue [22].
By choosing to work together, facilitating services expose themselves to a certain risk since they must
trust their newly formed alliance with their partner. However, having a good reputation in the
underground and an overall feeling of impunity helps providers of those services to form partnerships.
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GandCrab was a perfect example of a service, in this case ransomware, that teamed up with other
services such as RIG and the Fallout exploit kit. These alliances helped GandCrab’s customers
spread ransomware on a larger scale, thus generating more income and traffic for both services.
GandCrab even used its popularity to issue an underground tender to find a new crypter service [23].
A crypter service provides malware obfuscation to evade detection by security products.

Figure 12: Underground tender announcement for a new crypter service.
Eventually, NTCrypt won the tender and from then on offered a special price for customers of
GandCrab.

Figure 13: NTCrypt announcing that it had won GandCrab’s crypter tender.
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This behaviour is very similar to legitimate companies forming strategic partnerships and
undertaking mergers and acquisitions to stimulate growth, gain a competitive advantage and increase
market share. Therefore, observing the formation of alliances between facilitating services and a
Ransomware-as-a-Service provider can be a sign of significant growth of operations.

Linking the ransomware to affiliates
Through our technical analysis, we established that, starting from version 4, GandCrab included
certain hard-coded values in the ransomware source code:
• id: the affiliate id number.
• sub_id: the sub id of the affiliate id – we suspect that affiliates can sub rent infections to their
own partners, identifiable via the sub_id number. However, more research is needed to confirm
this.
• version: the internal version number of the malware.
Version 4 included a significant number of changes overall and we believe that these changes were
made by the authors partly to improve administration and make GandCrab more scalable to cope
with its increased popularity.

Figure 14: Small portion of the timeline of collected samples (note the first four may be timestomped).
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A successful service model is dependent on a tight administration of earnings because every party
needs to feel that they receive what they have earned.
Based on the hard-coded values it was possible for us, to a certain extent, to extract the
administration information and create our own overview.
We hunted for as many different GandCrab samples as we could find using YARA rules, industry
contacts and customer submissions. The sample list we gathered is quite extensive but not exhaustive.
From the collected samples we extracted the hard-coded values and compilation times automatically,
using a custom-built tool. We aggregated all these values together in one giant timeline from version
4, all the way up to version 5.2 (Figure 14).
At the time of writing we have collected 314 different samples. The collected samples were run
simultaneously on the McAfee backend to find any internal detection telemetry.
Of all our collected samples we only found four that had an irregular compile time. This anomaly
might indicate deliberate timestomping [24], or it could be a defect from unpacking. The rest of the
samples had compile times that correlated closely with the release dates mentioned on the forums
and the security product detection dates.

ID and SUB_ID characteristics observed
Parent-child relationship
The extracted IDs and Sub_IDs showed a parent-child relationship, meaning that every ID could
have more than one SUB_ID (child), but every SUB_ID only had one ID (parent).

Figure 15: The activity of ID number 41 (parent) and its corresponding SUB_IDs (children).
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ID increments
Overall, we observed a gradual increment in the ID number over time. The earlier versions generally
had lower ID numbers and higher ID numbers appeared in the later versions.
However, there were relatively low ID numbers that appeared in many versions.
This observation aligned with our theory that the ID number corresponds with a particular affiliate.
Certain affiliates remained partners for a long period of time, spreading different versions of
GandCrab; this explains the ID number appearing over a longer period and in different versions. This
theory has also been acknowledged by several (anonymous) sources.

Figure 16: Activity of ID number 15, from version 4.0 to version 5.04.
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Determining top IDs/affiliates
When we applied the theory that the ID corresponded with an affiliate, we observed different activity
amongst the affiliates. There are some affiliates/IDs that were only linked to a single sample that we
found. In some cases that specific sample was only found on a single source, like VirusTotal, and
there were not any detections on our McAfee backend. This could occur when a sample was not
spread, for instance, to a McAfee-protected system or if a single sample was, perhaps, indicative of a
security researcher, undercover as an affiliate, only uploading their sample to VirusTotal. Another
reason why affiliates might appear only for a short period is failure to perform. The GandCrab
developers had a strict policy of expelling affiliates that underperformed. Expelling an affiliate would
open a new slot that would receive a new incremented ID number.
On the other hand, we observed several very active affiliates, of which ID number 99 was by far the
most active. We first observed ID 99 in six different samples of version 4.1.1, growing to 35 different
samples in version 5.04. Based on our dataset we observed 71 unique unpacked samples linked to
ID 99.
Being involved with several versions (consistency over time), in combination with the number of
unique samples (volume) and the number of infections (based on industry malware detections) could
effectively show which affiliate was the most aggressive and possibly the most important to the
RaaS network.
This can be compared to a top sales person in any normal commercial organization. Given that the
income of the RaaS network is partly dependent on the performance of its top affiliates, disrupting a
top affiliate would have a crippling effect on the income of the RaaS network, internal morale and
overall RaaS performance.

SUB_ID role
Based on the child relationship of the SUB_ID we believe that this number might represent a build
number or a method for the affiliate to run its own partner program for other individuals.
Unfortunately, based on the information available, we are unable to determine its role with absolute
certainty at this time.

Overview versions and ID numbers
Using an online tool called RAWGraphs [25] we created an alluvial graphic display of the entire
dataset, showing the relationship between the versions and the ID numbers. This is shown in Figure
17 – a more detailed overview can be supplied on request.
Top performing affiliates immediately stood out from the rest as the lines were thicker and more
spread out. Information like this can help law enforcement decide where to focus their valuable
resources. From a security industry perspective, affiliate analysis will further ensure chain of custody,
since a direct link from victim, sample and responsible affiliate can be drawn.

Top affiliates missing in 5.2
When looking at the overview it does stand out that none of the top affiliates/ID numbers were
present in version 5.2. We are unable to explain the exact cause of the absence of these IDs, but this
might have been an early indicator that the end of GandCrab was imminent.
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Figure 17: Overview of versions and IDs.
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Combining the sample timeline with a timeline of forum postings
One of the other key factors that made GandCrab popular was its forum presence and marketing
strategy. Every new version was announced in a grand fashion (see Figure 18), almost comparable to
those of major software companies.

Figure 18: Announcement of GandCrab v5.
The timely announcements of new versions on the Exploit.in forum offered a way of checking if the
compile times and hard-coded version numbers matched up with the announcements by the actor.
Based on all the samples we collected, only four had a different compile date; the rest of the samples
found had a compile date a couple of days before the new version announcement, or shortly after. We
proceeded to add the timestamps of the announcements to the sample timeline and colour-coded
them in yellow, as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: GandCrab forum announcement of version 5.03.
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In addition to version announcements, the GandCrab Exploit.in forum thread also formed a lively
discussion platform for individuals supporting and interested in the RaaS. Several forum users posted
openly about their affiliation with GandCrab and spoke highly of the profits they earned.

Figure 20: Forum posting of a user stating their affiliation with GandCrab ransomware.
This type of endorsement bears similarities to the social marketing of direct sales-based products. We
are uncertain as to whether the affiliates endorsing GandCrab were doing this out of free will or if it
was part of an internal marketing scheme. Overall, looking at the forum postings, one cannot help but
notice that GandCrab gained a cult status amongst its followers.

Colour coding and affiliate research
We added all the relevant forum thread postings to the existing timeline and colour-coded the
postings based on their content. Forum users that stated that they were an affiliate were coded blue.
Posts expressing positive sentiment towards GandCrab were colour-coded green and those
expressing negative sentiment were coloured red. By adding the forum postings, the timeline gave
an accurate representation of the actors interested in GandCrab and the evolution of the actual
ransomware over time.

Figure 21: Timeline of version 5.03 announcement, enhanced with colour-coded forum postings.
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Continued analysis
The colour-coded timeline overview provided several options for deeper affiliate research:
• A user stating that they were affiliated with the RaaS at a moment X in time could serve as a
reference marker that the person must have joined the RaaS prior to their statement. When we
compared the statement timestamp to the ransomware ID numbers around the same time, we
could estimate that the user must have had an ID number that was no higher than the highest ID
number at the time of their statement. This offered a coarse method to link affiliates to a reduced
number of ransomware samples.
• Creating an overview of all the interests per affiliate/username on this and other forums gave us
insight into a person’s interests (good or bad), which could be used for identification of the
individual. Subsequently, analysing previous user activity could provide insight into their
cybercriminal skill progression. Generally speaking, cybercriminals make more operational
security (OpSec) mistakes earlier on in their career.

THE END OF GANDCRAB
On Friday, 31 May 2019, the GandCrab crew released a statement saying that they were closing their
business. That a RaaS was closing was not unusual, but GandCrab did it in a fashion true to its nature
– overt, and with a lot of bravado.

Figure 22: The GandCrab crew announces the end of its operations.
Looking closely at this statement, there are some interesting observations to be made:
‘We successfully cashed this money and legalized it in various spheres of white business both in
real life and on the Internet.’
This means that they could have had a money laundering system in place to mix their earnings from
the criminal underworld with legitimate businesses.
‘For a year of working with us, people have earned more than $ 2 billion.’
‘We personally earned more than 150 million dollars per year.’
We think that this amount is largely exaggerated. Over the year, the NoMoreRansom decryptors
helped a lot of victims to get their files back and prevented millions of dollars from falling into the
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hands of the GandCrab crew. However, based on the number of infections, we do believe that the
individuals would have enough money to retire. Subsequently, our observations of the top affiliates
being absent in version 5.2 might indicate an internal issue as a reason to stop.
‘We have proven that by doing evil deeds, retribution does not come.’
This again emphasizes the strong sense of impunity felt by the GandCrab crew and its affiliates. This
is a worrisome thought since the space that GandCrab left will probably be filled quickly by a new
RaaS system. Punishment always come after the crime, but we hope that, in this case, it will come
sooner rather than later.
‘Victims – if you buy, now. Then your data no one will recover. Keys will be deleted.’
This got a bit mangled through Google Translate but the original statement urged victims to pay up
because the GandCrab crew were planning to delete all the decryption keys. It is kind of strange that
the self-proclaimed millionaires did not show the slightest compassion. This statement evoked a lot
of reaction in the forum thread where other well-respected users urged publication of the remaining
keys to the public.

Figure 23: Forum moderator urging release of the remaining keys.
Eventually, the GandCrab account requested suspension and deletion of all posts on the forum. The
moderators did suspend the account but left the posts intact.

Figure 24: Deactivation of the GandCrab account.

CONCLUSION
We started our research on GandCrab by carefully dissecting the malware and discovering its inner
workings and secrets. The hard-coded indicators in the malware and GandCrab crew’s forum
presence led us to dig deeper into the inner workings of the RaaS model. By doing so we gained
some valuable insights:
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• Successful ransomware does not have to be the best coded ransomware, but the developers do
have to be agile.
• In order to grow, a RaaS model needs good accounting – to make sure that everyone gets their
share.
• In order to grow, a RaaS system needs strong alliances with complimentary services to drive
infections and profits.
• The success of a RaaS system is dependent on its affiliates; strong affiliates have a large
influence. Disruption of top affiliates can have a crippling effect on the income, morale and
overall success of the RaaS.
• A timeline analysis of a RaaS system can offer a method to single out top affiliates and spot
potential events early on.
As an industry we must realize that we cannot stop cybercrime alone; we should aim to do more than
just malware analysis, especially when it comes to fighting RaaS-type threats. Unfortunately, we live
in a situation where most of the cybercriminals involved in ransomware can operate with a level of
impunity; the ransomware developers are often in countries that make legal prosecution difficult and
affiliates that are not caught can easily move from one RaaS to another and continue their extortion
operations.
Law enforcement faces a daunting task to bring the individuals responsible to justice, but our
industry’s knowledge, data and tooling can help with this task. The best way to cook a Crab is
together.
GandCrab might have shut down its operations but its developers and affiliates have still not been
arrested and will probably continue to be active in cybercrime in one way or another.
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